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The National Trust of Australia (Victoria)
Mission
The mission of the National Trust of Australia (Victoria) is to inspire Australians to conserve our heritage.
Vision
The Trust’s vision for Australia’s wonderful historic places is to create a ‘journey of discovery’ across Australia featuring vibrant historic houses and flourishing gardens with the objective of inspiring new generations of Australians to understand, appreciate and respect our heritage.
Structure
The National Trust of Australia (Victoria) is a not-for-profit membership organisation. In its near 50 years since incorporation as a company limited by guarantee, the Trust has been the major influence on conserving Victoria’s heritage. Through its life, the Trust has classified thousands of significant places across the state, accumulating an extensive bank of knowledge in the process. It has acquired more than 70 heritage buildings and places for their protection many of which it continues to manage, providing Victorians with a unique insight into their proud history.
The Chief Executive Officer reports to a board, comprising 12 elected and three appointed Directors. The number of elected Directors is expected to reduce by three in July 2005 following the passing of a replacement Constitution. 
The Trust has 14 branches, which together cover approximately one quarter of Victoria geographically.
The Trust is the largest community based heritage organisation in the state with a large and committed membership and supporter base. It is the major operator of house museums and historic properties open to the public, It is independent of Government except that it works collaboratively with Government, local councils, business and local communities to strengthen heritage protection, increase community involvement in heritage conservation and arrest creeping destruction of heritage. Except for specific grants for conservation projects, the State Government contributes only $233 000 annually to the Trust for which the Trust manages eight state-owned properties.
Date formed
1956
Members
13 000 memberships (or approximately 20 000 members).
Key functions
The work of the National Trust is divided into four main areas: constructive engagement, problem solving, facilities and project management and purposeful networking. Learning is at the heart of everything the Trust does.
Properties
The Trust in Victoria manages 40 properties in the state, of which it owns 32 and has Committee of Management responsibilities for a further eight on Crown land.
There are 25 properties that are regularly open to the public, and 15 that are rented out or that do not have public access.
Collections
33 000 items (mostly catalogued)
The total value of collection items approximately $10 million. These include:
	a significant collection of Australian art including:

	Latrobe Water Colours (housed at the State Library of Victoria)
	Hoddle Water Colours (ditto)

Sir Daryl Lindsay paintings at Mulberry Hill
‘The Great Lake, Tasmania’ by Eugene von Guerard 
	provenanced furniture and other items associated with the majority of Trust open properties
	Costume Collection

E. G. Robertson Cast Iron Collection
Caine Tool Collection
Carriage Collection
Ned Kelly Gun.
Volunteers
The Trust has approximately 1400 volunteers.
Staff
The Trust has 66 equivalent full-time staff.
Register
The National Trust of Australia (Victoria) has classified approximately 6000 places of cultural or natural heritage significance that are considered worthy of preservation, including buildings, public art, industrial sites, historic areas and precincts, cemeteries, landscapes, historic gardens, trees and urban parklands. The Trust also holds files on a further 2000 places of heritage value to Victoria.

Summary Submission 
	The National Trust of Australia (Victoria) endorses the Australian Council of National Trusts’ submission to the Productivity Commission Inquiry into the Conservation of Australia’s Historic Heritage Places.  We note also the dearth of hard data and metrics available in the Australian context on the economic value and impact of historic heritage regulatory regimes in comparison with North America and the United Kingdom.
	The National Trust of Australia (Victoria) endorses the findings from the Heritage Council 2003 publication Managing Our Heritage, a study done in conjunction with the Trust in Victoria and others, to address the apparent build-up of overdue maintenance on public heritage infrastructure and its causes.  Key observations made included 

	“Unless the state of affairs revealed by the report is addressed, the Government may not achieve its objective to manage in a sustainable way Victoria’s cultural heritage so as to maximise benefits for the whole community.  

Sustainable management requires a good understanding of what is to be managed so that resources may be appropriately marshalled and applied using a co-ordinated approach.  
	Government needs to be well informed about the extent and condition of the heritage places in Victoria and what is required to conserve them.
	Government’s first role is leadership; to set an example in the sustainable management of its own heritage places, by its dealings with the heritage places in its property portfolio, and by adopting policies which actively discourage heritage places coming into disuse.  
	Government has a responsibility to adopt strategies which avoid redundancy and facilitate reuse of heritage places.”
	The conditions that gave rise to the study Managing Our Heritage were articulated publicly by the National Trust in Victoria, but as the study proved, were felt far more widely. In summary, those managing public heritage places were starving for resources (financial, workforce skills). Were it not for the combination of Centenary Federation Funding, funding from a philanthropic foundation and asset sales in the year 2001 and 2002, the financial position of the Trust in Victoria would have been dire. This funding allowed the Trust to reenergise its members and supporters and lift its visitations to the point that it is now close to achieving break even from its operations.  However, the challenge to make tangible advances in maintaining and restoring 41 properties having value of around $100 million is continually elusive.
	The National Trust in Victoria endorses the Conclusions and Recommendations of the UNESCO Conference Linking Universal and Local Values: Managing a Sustainable Future for World Heritage (Amsterdam, 22-24 May 2003) as it can be applied to significant places using the hierarchical assessment methodology. Key observations included 

	Since (the previous conference in) 1998, “there has been a shift in focus from identification of potential World Heritage sites to management and conservation in the context of development. Further emphasis has been placed on the intrinsic relationship between culture and nature, people and place, and cultural diversity.”
	 “World Heritage properties are dynamic entities where cultural and social values evolve. They should not be frozen in time for purposes of conservation. Indeed the continuity between the past and the future should be integrated in management systems accommodating the possibility for sustainable change, thus ensuring that the evolution of the local value of the place is not impaired”.
	 “World Heritage is about people as well as place”

	The National Trust in Victoria has embraced these observations in its own behaviours. It views itself as the body best positioned to bridge the gap between government and the community to improve management of heritage places. 
	As another example of market failure, there is an unsatisfied need for a body and funding to sustain those places that are considered to be an important link in our understanding of our roots but have limited ability to attract commercial or philanthropic funding and limited potential for economically sustainable reuse.

We commend the creation of the new national heritage regime through the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, especially the increased integration of natural, cultural and indigenous heritage values.  The Trust in Victoria attempts also to consider these heritage values in an integrated, holistic way. 
	The Trust in Victoria supports the directions of the Heritage Council Victoria’s ‘Victorian Heritage Strategy 2005-2010’, which signals the need to integrate historic heritage conservation within State Government sustainability and planning strategies and to increase community engagement and participation in the management of historic heritage places.   We draw the Commission’s attention to the sections of the State Government’s draft strategy document Victoria’s Heritage 2010  that discusses the economic, social and environmental benefits derived from historic heritage conservation in Victoria 	Heritage Council Victoria, Victoria’s Heritage 2010: strengthening our communities a draft strategy, November 2004, pp 11-13..
	We believe that the conservation of historic heritage places is not only a desirable outcome for the community but is essential for the development of shared values within society and to enhance social cohesion.  Historic heritage places should be maintained for the public good, and amongst other things their conservation is shown to contribute to economic regeneration, tourism, educational opportunities and environmental sustainability outcomes. 
	The Trust in Victoria contends that there are evident market failures in the provision of historic heritage conservation through, amongst other things:
	Significant externalities creating a divergence between the private costs and public benefit accrued through historic heritage conservation.
	Barriers and impediments that arise from imperfect information and cultural and behavioural prejudices regarding the conservation of historic heritage places.

	We assert that there is a necessary role for government at Commonwealth, State and Local level in historic heritage conservation through:

	The identification, assessment, designation and protection of historic heritage places. 
	The provision of adequately funded incentive programmes including grant and low-interest loan schemes, tax-based incentives, and the provision of advice and other subsidised services to the owners and managers of historic heritage places. 

	The Trust in Victoria operates a hierarchical assessment methodology, i.e. it classifies historic heritage places depending on their levels of significance based on thorough comparative analysis.  Although not all State and Territory National Trust’s operate in this way we endorse the use of a hierarchical designation regime on the basis that it enables statutory controls to be better matched to appropriate historic heritage conservation outcomes, and that it can help inform the appropriate allocation of scarce resources.  Such a system is also better able to match regulatory controls with the appropriate level of incentive.  
	The Trust in Victoria has identified significant barriers to achieving economically, socially and environmentally desirable outcomes through existing cultural attitudes. For instance: 

	The general lack of understanding of the Crown’s (through State and Territory Governments) right to impose restrictions on land and property use or development for the wider public good, including the right to impose planning and heritage controls. 

The persistent myth of the adverse impact heritage listing has on property values, which is effectively discredited by recent studies by Heritage Victoria 	Heritage Victoria, ‘Heritage Listing & Property Values in Victoria’, March 2001. and Macquarie University 	Deodhar, V., ‘Does the housing market value heritage? Some empirical evidence’, 2004..	
	The plethora of poorly integrated and inconsistent heritage ‘lists’. 
To help address this aspect of market failure the Trust recommends that COAG through the Heritage Chairs and Officials Group embarks on a programme to address the transparency and consistency issues across the State and Territory heritage protection regimes, and in partnership with the National Trusts develop integrated, comprehensive and publicly accessible heritage lists.  In the interests of providing greater certainty to the public the thresholds at each tier of designation should be clearly articulated and consistently applied.
	Other issues that require addressing at a State and Local Government level is the interface between heritage legislation and the planning provisions where conflicts exist between development, sustainability and heritage agendas.   Whilst the Trust recognises that heritage considerations must be balanced against other land use issues there is an evident lack of integration between heritage and other development matters.

These issues, which have been apparent in Victoria throughout the implementation of the Melbourne 2030 Strategy, might be also addressed through the Local Government, Planning and Heritage groups of COAG, as well through the various State and Territory heritage and planning bureaucracies.
	The Trust in Victoria contends that the mixed quality of decision-making on historic heritage conservation matters contributes to inherent behavioural and cultural barriers within the community.  Improved and consistent decision making, like a transparent designation process, will improve the decision-making abilities of the individuals and organisations which manage historic heritage places.
	Mechanisms such as clear, user-friendly guidance, and training to address skill shortages amongst heritage and planning professionals who interpret legislation and regulation can address some impediments and assist in consistency across jurisdictions.  Research, where effectively disseminated to the target audience, can also do much to dispel myths and prejudices held by the community regarding the conservation of historic heritage places.
	The Trust in Victoria notes that the difficulty in accessing necessary professional and trade services is adversely affecting individuals’ ability to economically and appropriately maintain their historic heritage places.  This situation can be seen as making ownership of such places an onerous duty.  To address this, the Trust believes that consideration be given to encouraging training in traditional skills and the development of appropriate technical knowledge in heritage practitioners advising the owners and managers of historic heritage places.


Case Study: National Trust Expert Committees 
Background
The National Trust of Australia (Victoria) has made use of volunteer expert committees to aid in its assessment and management of historic heritage places since its inception in 1956.  These groups of experienced and knowledgeable professionals contribute to the Trusts work through preparing and reviewing classification reports, advising on responses to planning applications, reviewing external appeal requests and providing general advice.  

The expert committees contribute knowledge and experience to the work of the Trust and considerably strengthen its status as a reasoned and credible voice in historic heritage conservation.  Without these group’s activity the Trust’s knowledge base would be severely diminished. An alumnus of former expert committee members also provide ad hoc assistance as expert advisers in their particular area of expertise. 

Current Situation
There are presently ten expert committees that report to the Conservation Advisory Committee, a standing committee of Trust board, which cover the full range of historic and natural heritage on behalf of which the Trust advocates (viz buildings, collections, cemeteries, gardens, industrial history, landscapes, pipe organs, public art, significant trees).  The Buildings and Twentieth Century Buildings Committee amalgamated into a single committee in 2004 and earlier this year the Cemeteries Committee was restructured from an advisory committee to one that undertakes classifications.  In recognition of a need to provide timely and informed responses to current heritage issues and planning responses a Campaigns Committee was established at the beginning of this year. Separate project sub-committees exist under the Industrial History Committee to review the thematic studies into timber and metal bridges the Trust is undertaking on behalf of VicRoads and Heritage Victoria.

Case Study Methodology
The paid staff member of the Trust who coordinates each expert committee was asked to supply the median attendances and numbers of meeting per year.  Members of each committee were also asked to identify how much time they estimated they contributed to their work for that committee in meeting preparation and attendance, research, report writing and other activities in the last twelve months. The estimated number of pro bono hours supplied by expert committees is included in Table 1 below.

Value Of Volunteer Expert Committees
This assessment of the value the Trust obtains through the use of volunteer expert committees is approximately $171,000 per annum. 
As well as supporting the classification process of the Trust, the work of expert committees directly contributes to the development of the statutory lists at Commonwealth, State and Local Government levels.  Historic heritage places classified by the Trust are nominated to the appropriate level of government depending on their level of significance (local, state or national etc.), with much of the research and comparative analysis already undertaken by the Trust at no cost to the regulatory body.

The Trust’s role in identifying and researching historic heritage places is greatly enhanced by the use of pro bono expert advice.  The coordination and resourcing of these committee’s by the Trust leverages out valuable research and understanding of historic heritage that is of significant economic and social value to Commonwealth, State and Local Governments as well as the wider community.

Table 1: Value Obtained Through Expert Committees

NAME
NO. OF VOLUNTEER
MEMBERS1
NO. OF MEETINGS PER YEAR
ESTIMATED PRO BONO HOURS2
ESTIMATED VALUE (at $60 per hour3)
Buildings
8
11
500
$30,000
Conservation Advisory 
8
8
240
$14,400
Campaigns
4
24
150
$9,000
Cemeteries
10
4
160
$9,600
Collections
4
4
40
$2,400
Gardens
6
6
240
$14,400
Industrial history4
8
10
400
$24,000
Landscapes
8
6
400
$24,000
Pipe Organs
6
6
180
$10,800
Public Art
10
6
300
$18,000
Significant trees
10
4
240
$14,400
TOTAL
82
89
2750
$171,000

1	Based on the median number of volunteer members of the committee attending each meeting.
2	Per annum figure based on the total meeting preparation and attendance, research and report writing time.  Note: the amount of research and report writing undertaken by volunteer committee members compared to paid members of staff varies considerably from committee to committee.
3	$60 per hour figure is arrived at as the minimum cost of obtaining paid research or review of research in a specialist discipline.
4	This figure does not include the work of the bridges thematic study subcommittees.
Case Study: Timber Bridges Thematic Study 
National Estate Grant Program
The Australian Government’s National Estate Grant Program (NEGP) was responsible for some invaluable heritage initiatives, not only for municipal heritage studies, and seed funding for conservation works to many significant heritage places, but in providing funding for research and typological or thematic studies.  Through this scheme the National Trust of Australia (Victoria) was able to undertake numerous major thematic heritage studies on: Victoria’s Cemeteries; Historic Gardens in Victoria; Victoria’s Engineering Workshops; Victoria’s Butter Factories; Melbourne’s Inter-War Housing; and Timber Bridges.

This case study sets out to illustrate how the Trust can efficiently procure such studies and is able to leverage significant monetary and in-kind support from the public and private sectors.  The outcomes of these studies included increased public awareness of heritage typologies, statutory protection of the historic heritage places identified, and successful publications, seminars, and heritage tours.   The current analysis of the Trust’s Timber Bridges Study does not encompass all potential outcomes of these studies, but is generally indicative of the resourcing and productivity issues associated with them.  

The National Trust Timber Bridges Study
Background
An application was made to the Australian Heritage Commission for NEGP funding in March 1992.  A proportion of the funding requested ($35,000) was received over two consecutive financial years (1993-1995).  The study continued with the assistance of funds received from other sources.  A report was prepared for the AHC in June 1997.  The study generated widespread interest among the general public and professionals alike, and demand for production of a book on the subject.  The committee continued to work on the production of a publication, and the assessment and classification of individual bridges.   

The prime study consultant (Dr Don Chambers) has since prepared and donated a manuscript (professionally valued at $50,000), which the Trust has had professionally edited.  The Trust is now seeking private and public sector funding partners for its publication. Numerous funding submissions to government agencies and grant schemes have been unsuccessful including a recent application to the new ‘Sharing Australia’s Stories’ grant scheme.    

The successful outcomes of the Timber Bridges study directly led to two further major National Trust led studies of bridges in Victoria: Metal Bridges (nearing completion), and Concrete Bridges (just commencing).  VicRoads initiated these studies in order to assist its planning, in particular to avoid unforeseen delays and other expenses in works projects due to late-stage identification of historic heritage sites.  Heritage Victoria has also made modest contributions to these studies, which are a very cost-efficient means of assessing places for the Victorian Heritage Register. The budget for each of these projects is $95,000 ($80,000 being supplied by VicRoads with $15,000 from Heritage Victoria).  

Budget
The original two NEGP grants, although much less than the original estimate of the project cost, were sufficient to enable the Trust to leverage additional funding from other interested parties and stakeholders: VicRoads, and the Public Transport Corporation (Victorian Special Projects funding) as set out in Table 1 below.  
Table 1: Cash Contribution to Timber Bridges Study




NEGP Funding for Timber Bridges Study



	First grant (1993-94):
$20,000


	Second grant (1994-95):	
$15,000


		Total

$35,000





VicRoads Funding



	First (March 1995):
$10,000


	Second (further assessment of bridges):
$  5,000


	Third (reformatting of bridges for VHR)
$  1,500


	Third (towards publication)
$  5,000


		Total

$21,500





Victorian Special Projects (May 1996)

$  5,000





Total Funding Received for Project to date


$ 61,500








Estimated publication costs (not secured)

$ 55,000





Expected Total Funding for Project


$115,500




Estimate of in-kind contribution
A large amount of staff resources were allocated by the Trust to this project as part of its mission to educate the community and raise awareness and understanding of the value of cultural and natural heritage places.  A significant amount of pro bono expertise was also contributed to this project through the steering committee, volunteer researchers, administrative support, database development and support, and the preparation of the text for a monograph on the subject. 

The figures identified in Table 2 below are conservative estimates.  They apply to the project only, and do not include the significant number of hours of work generated as a consequence of the project (most notably, the Trust’s ongoing involvement in conservation issues on particular bridges identified within the study).  
Table 2: In-Kind Contribution to Timber Bridges Study




TASK/ACTIVITY
VOLUNTEER
HOURS 
RATE
Estimated Value
NATIONAL TRUST STAFF



Industrial Historian (project management; coordination of volunteers; liaison with stakeholders & media; managing classifications and nominations)
Average of 8 hours per week 1993-2002
4,000
$302
$120,000
Administration staff (administration support; accounts and finance input) 
Average of 1 hour per week 1993-2002
500
$203
$10,000
Sub-total
4,500

$130,000
NATIONAL TRUST VOLUNTEERS



Project Steering Committee (professional engineers and other experts, representatives of stakeholder groups)
Attendance at a total 46 meetings over 8 years, each contributing 3 hours in preparation and attendance1
828
$604
$49,680
Other Trust expert committees (Conservation Advisory Committee and Trust Council)
Average 15 mins per meeting for each at 10 meetings per annum over 2 years1
40
$604
$2,400
Historical Research (tertiary students and volunteer researchers)
350
$205
$7,000
Administrative support (retirement age volunteers)
740
$205
$14,800
Other special tasks (professional pro bono assistance on database design; field survey preparation; and photography)
240
$604
$14,400
In-kind support from participating agencies (VicRoads, Public Transport Corporation, local municipalities) 
180
$302
$5,400
Other community groups (local historical societies assisting with research etc.)
150
$205
$3,000
Preparation of publication monograph (awaiting publication)
500+
-
$50,0006
Sub-total
3,000+

$146,680




TOTAL IN-KIND CONTRIBUTION 
7,500

$276,000








1	Based on the median number of volunteer members of the committee attending each meeting.
2	$30 per hour figure based on the direct salary cost of specialist Trust staff member.
3	$20 per hour figure based on the direct salary cost of administration Trust staff member.
4	$60 per hour figure based on the minimum cost of obtaining review of research in a specialist discipline.
5	$20 per hour figure based on value of general volunteer time.
6	Based on publisher’s and Public Historians Association of Australia estimate of value. 
Study Outcomes
The positive outcomes from the Timber Bridges study are wide ranging and include increased public awareness of the value of these important industrial artifacts and community engagement with their local historic heritage places.  Specific benefits accrued from this study include:

	Statewide history and survey of Victoria’s timber bridges and identification of the most important and most representative examples. 88 bridges were identified at the state level of cultural heritage significance filling a major gap in the State’s heritage register.  


	Statutory protection for culturally significant bridges, either by inclusion on the Victorian Heritage Register or Heritage Overlay (municipal planning scheme) controls for most of these bridges.  Although a number of bridges identified and classified in the study have had to be replaced due to changing traffic and load standards, many have been successfully modified, or continue to be subject to further studies (Conservation Management Plans) and repair works at various levels, as a result of the completed study.  


	Raising awareness of timber bridges in the professional communities and general public by production of reports and papers, including:
	National Trust of Australia (Victoria), ‘Timber Bridges Study’ (Report to the Australian Heritage Commission, June, 1997).  This includes a 25,000 word Thematic History, and reports on the database, study method, and proposes conservation guidelines;
	‘Victoria’s Timber Bridges Study’, paper presented to the Ninth National Conference on Engineering Heritage, March 1998 (by project Steering Committee), and published in the conference proceedings;
	‘Structural History of Timber Bridges in Victoria’ (Ken McInnes, January 1999)
	Contributions to the practice of management of heritage bridges, by substantial submissions to draft documents: VicRoads ‘Strategy for the Management of Heritage Bridges’ (2000), and the ‘AUSTROADS Guidelines for Heritage Bridges’ (2000);
	Articles in professional (heritage, engineering, historical) journals, feature articles in Sunday and regional newspapers, and other media. 


	Development of a database of over 2,000 bridges.  This database was originally known as the ‘National Trust Timber Bridges Database’.  Its success has seen it greatly expanded in recent years to include data on masonry, metal and (soon) concrete, bridges.  It is a dynamic resource now known simply as the ‘National Trust Bridges Database’; it is used by VicRoads and recognised by Heritage Victoria and municipal heritage advisors and engineers as the key reference for heritage bridges in Victoria. 


	Production of material for book and website publication:

	Manuscript (50,000 words) for a book on Victoria’s Timber Bridges by noted historian Dr Don Chambers;
	Collection of 200 contemporary and historical photographs for book on Victoria’s Timber Bridges.  Approximately 30% of these are historical photographs that have not previously been published.  


Conclusions
The Timber Bridges study, through initial seed funding by the Australian Government through the National Estate Grant Program, has resulted in the completion of a major statewide study into an important but neglected part of Australia’s historic heritage.  It has resulted in many of the bridges identified in the study now enjoying statutory protection, and has resulted in further research into, and improved management regimes for, individual bridges.

The dissemination of this study has raised public awareness through conference papers, academic publications and numerous media articles.  It has facilitated the production of the text and photographic images for a monograph on the subject (which is awaiting a publisher).  The study has generated an appreciation of a type of historic heritage place that was previously underrepresented in all registers, and whose value is now widely accepted in the community.  The study has also made possible the recognition by VicRoads and the local municipalities of the economic value of typological heritage studies of assets in advance of capital works projects for roads.  

The value placed on the Timber Bridges Study by the Victorian Government, as well as the Trust’s ability to procure and manage it in a cost effective manner, is evidenced by the commissioning of the metal and concrete bridges studies by the VicRoads and Heritage Victoria.   

The original $35,000 grant from the Australian Government for this study has so far leveraged out:
	Approximately the same amount in cash grants ($26,500) from the State Government for that Timbers Bridges Study.

Over 6 times that amount in cash grants ($216,500) from State Government sources for all three bridges studies (Timber, Metal and Concrete).
Over 3.5 times that value in paid staff time paid for by the National Trust ($130,000) on the original Timber Bridges Study and associated work.
	Over 4 times that value in volunteer time and pro bono expertise (in excess of 3,000 hours or $146,000) for the Timber Bridges project alone.

Overall, the three studies once complete could be considered to have leveraged additional cash and in-kind contributions in excess ten times the value of the original NEPG grant.


